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1 Table Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 24 14 25 2 6 27 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Table Contents 9 FEATURES Light Powered Time Perpetual Calendar Anxiety Double Time IMPORTANT NOTE: If you suspect a malfunction, first check the 0-position hands, as stated in the 0-positioning verification procedure. If hands and dates
do not move to the appropriate 0 positions, you will need to install them for the correct work. After a full charge of total loss of power or an abnormal operation, ALL RESET and 0-POSITIONING CORRECTION will be required. The second hand on these clocks moves in a step of one second to indicate that the charge level is sufficient for the normal time
storage operation. If it doesn't move in one second in a step, be sure to charge the watch completely as indicated in the training manual. 0-POSITIONING CHECK PROCEDURE Pull the crown with one click. Turn the crown so that any tip of the regime's hand points to local time mode (L-TM). Push the crown back in one click in a closed position next to the
case. Press the top right button (A) for 10 seconds or more until your hands move to the 0-position stored in memory. Release the top right button (A). The correct 0-position for each hand is: -Hour, Minute and Second Hand pointing to '12:00' -24 Hour hand pointing to '24' - A hand that points to 'SUN' -Date indicating '1' If any of the hands do not indicate
their respective 0-positions, you will need to perform the entire reset procedure and 0-positioning. Press the top right button (A) to resume normal local time. ALL RESET and 0-POSITIONING CORRECTION PROCEDURE Pull the crown with one click. Turn the crown so that any tip of the hand mode points to the local time mode (L-TM) Tap the crown back
in one click in a closed position next to the case. When your hands stop moving, pull out the crown with two clicks. Tap the top right (A) and lower right (B) buttons at the same time for two to three seconds, then release. Following the confirmation tone, each hand performs a demonstration in the order of function, minute and second hand to indicate that all
resets of movement are completed. Press the top right button (A). A minute hand will move to indicate the hour, minute and 24 hours of hands can be set. Turn the crown clockwise or counterclockwise to set the hour, minute hands until 12:00 and feature the hand on '24' (24-hour hand moves in conjunction with clockwise and cannot be set independently.)
BENEFITS Clean Energy Source displays 12/24 Systems Accurate in the Year 2100 Daily Alarm Second Time zone Turning the crown quickly (pushing continuously two or more times) causes the hands to advance continuously up turned again. Click the top right button (A) again. The hand function will move indicating that it is a hand that can now be
installed. Rotate the crown clockwise or counterclockwise so that the hand function indicates 'SUN' and the date is set for 1. The rapid inclusion of the crown (pressing continuously two or more times) causes the hand to move forward continuously until the crown rotates again. Press the top right button (A). The second hand will move indicating the second
hand can now be installed. Turn the crown clockwise to move the second hand to '12:00'. Push the crown with two clicks on a closed position next to the case. This completes all resets and 0-positioning corrections. Continue with Set Time. To SET TIME pull the crown with one click. Turn the crown so that any tip of the hand of the mode points to the time
mode (TME). Pull out the crown with an additional click on the time setting position. The second hand will move to the position of 12:00. Turn the crown to change the position of the hour, minute and 24-hour hands electronically. The turn of the crown clockwise moves the hands forward and the counterclockwise moves the hands back. Turning the crown
quickly causes the hands to move continuously or quickly. Turning the crown with one click in any direction, while the hands are in fast dial mode, will stop the hands. Be sure to set the time for the correct AM/PM., referring to the 24-hour hand. Once the time is set, press the crown to complete the time setting. For SET CALENDAR Pull the crown with one
click. Turn the crown so that any tip of the regime's hand points to calendar mode (CAL). Pull out the crown with an additional click on the calendar setting position. The hand function will move to indicate the leap year set in memory. The positions are as follows: -'LY' indicates that the current year is leap year - '1' indicates 1 year last leap year - '2' indicates 2
years of the last leap year - '3' indicates 3 years past leap year Turn the crown clockwise or counterclockwise to establish the jump of the correct position of the year. Press the top right button (A). The second hand will move to indicate the month stored in memory. Rotate the crown clockwise to set the current month. User guides, guides and specifications
for your Citizen Caliber 8700 Series Watch. The database contains 1 Citizen Caliber 8700 Series Guides (available for free online viewing or download in PDF): Fast link. To continue using the Venia store to include JavaScript in your browser Best Reviews Latest Reviews Reviews citizens eco drive calibre 8700 manual. citizen eco-drive calibre 8700
manual español. citizen men's eco-drive calibre 8700 manual. citizen men's bl8000-54l eco-drive calibre 8700 manual. citizen eco drive calibre 8700 user manual pdf. manual de reloj citizen eco drive calibre 8700. manual de citizen eco drive calibre 8700
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